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Historical Analysis
Bad Place: Ankeny Alley
(For clarity, I am classifying Ankeny Alley as the series of mini-pedestrian plazas,
parking lots, and malls along SW Ankeny Street between SW 3rd and Naito Parkway).
Named for one of Portland’s “founding fathers” during the great street
renaming of 1891, the Alley was the dividing line between the Stark and Couch land
claims. Interestingly, the Alley continues to be the dividing line between the
Burnside and Downtown neighborhood associations, despite W. Burnside St. being
the more obvious seam between the two geographic areas. This may have
something to do with the associations not wanting to take full ownership of the
area’s strange and seedy reputation, which stretches back generations.
The Alley’s creation story is a curiosity in itself. In the late 1850s, Captain
Couch set aside a 30-foot wide strip of his claim to donate half of a full street, but
before Stark did the same he was appointed to the US Senate in 1861 and moved to
Washington D.C., where we presumably forgot all about the trivial mud path. As a
result, only half of the street was built and lot developers on the Stark claim built
right up to its edge- creating an alley. Perhaps Couch’s intention is why the official
name of the current pedestrian plaza remains “Ankeny Street”- at least according to
Google Maps. The signage in the area is inconsistent.
Ankeny Alley is one of the few places in Portland that has been used
essentially the same way since the founding of the city. Since the 1860s the lower W.
Burnside area has been home to uses like public houses, flop houses, and gambling
dens- although the stories of the notorious “Shanghai Tunnels” are likely overblown.
One look at the nightclubs, strip clubs, and donut peddlers that currently reside
along the alley and it appears things haven’t changed much. It is worth noting that
the oldest photograph I could find (image 8) was of a 19th century market that sold
oysters- the original working class lunch- in just about the same spot where Dan and
Louis’ Oyster Bar now stands.
The Alley’s consistent identity as the home of the down-and-out gives the
space’s many historic buildings, including the New Market Theater (image 5) and
Paris Theater, even more character as they continue to host some of the same uses
they were built for (a Saturday market and a dancehall). This historicity is
emphasized by features like the Skidmore Fountain (image 3), which is Portland’s
first piece of public art intended to sate the thirsts of “humans, horses, and dogs”1
(image 7), and a series of 19th cast iron arches that hang over parts the plaza (image
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4). Unfortunately, the buildings these arches once supported were torn down during
the 20th century, and on a still evening their haunting presence only serves to make
passers-through feel like there might be someone lurking in the shadows. To make
things worse, most of the windows in the deeper parts of the Alley have been
clouded or covered, eliminating the “eyes on the street” protection. A photo from
1929 shows this fractured and shady landscape was not always the case (image 10).
While a Google Maps still from 2007 (image 9) shows that the entrance to the
Alley on SW 3rd has seen many additions to make the space more inviting, including
outdoor seating (image 1), lights, and planters, other changes to the Alley have not
been so beneficial to the creation of a pedestrian-friendly space. These include the
addition of a modern fire station, an office building, and several surface parking lots
(image 6, 7). These additions have disrupted the Alley’ use as a nightlife destination
while making it popular with the houseless population during late hours, who
presumably are happy to find an open space without the noise of cars or people
complaining about their presence. While the Alley has never been famous for its
cleanliness, in some places it was difficult to ignore the trash blowing across the
plaza and the smell of urine and fasces.
The three groups who appear to have benefited most from the Alley’s current
design are the nightlife seekers, the Saturday market crowd, and the houseless
population. The last appears to benefit from the Alley’s present form the most, as it
offers a sanctuary from cops and busybodies for socializing and resting. After
spending some time wandering through the many spaces of the Alley, it seems this
might be the highest and best use for the space so long as houselessness remains an
epidemic in Portland.
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6. Image 6: “City of Portland (OR) Archives, SW Ankeny at SW 1st looking
west, 1975 (A2012-005)” https://vintageportland.files.wordpress.com/2019/04/1975_sw-ankeny-

from-1st-to-3rd_sw-ankeny-at-sw-1st-ave-looking-west_a2012-005.jpg :

7. Image 7: “Horses refused to drink from the Skidmore fountain at a
scheduled refreshment stop during the Front Avenue dedication parade
in 1942”https://portlandthenandnow.tumblr.com/post/53954255309/the-

horses-refused-to-drink-from-the-skidmore:

8. Image 8: “Poultry and game lined the exterior of a market at Southwest
First Avenue and Ankeny Street in the late 1800s”https://portlandthenandnow.tumblr.com/post/26925235069/poultry-

and-game-lined-the-exterior-of-a-market-at :

9. Image 9: Google Maps 2007:

10. Image 10: “Looking east at SW Front between Ankeny and Ash in 1929
(A2009-009.2495)”https://www.portlandoregon.gov/archives/article/280490:

